
Evolution of a shock-accelerated thin fluid layer
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~Received 11 November 1996; accepted 3 February 1997!

Multi-exposure flow visualization experiments with laser-sheet illumination provide growth-rate
measurement of Richtmyer–Meshkov instability of a thin, perturbed heavy-gas layer embedded in
a lower-density gas and accelerated by a planar shock wave. The measurements clearly show the
three-stage transition to turbulence of this gas-curtain instability and the single-event coexistence of
the three primary flow morphologies discovered previously. The shock-induced circulation for each
event is estimated using a simple model based on Richtmyer–Meshkov instability and an infinite
linear array of vortex points. These estimates are consistent with simplified flow simulations using
a finite-core vortex-blob model.@S1070-6631~97!01206-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental measurements of the growth rate of a th
heavy fluid layer accelerated by a shock wave lead to be
understanding of Richtmyer–Meshkov~RM! instability
~Richtmyer,1 Meshkov2!, the impulsively driven analog o
the well-known Rayleigh–Taylor instability. The mult
exposure flow visualization presented in this study shows
same basic flow patterns that were previously observed~Ja-
cobset al.,3,4 Budzinskiet al.5!, but now we also observe th
coexistence of flow patterns not recorded in previous exp
ments. Analysis of these images using simple, analytic m
els shows remarkable similarity of the observations w
flows induced by a row of vortices alternating in sign. The
models and new data sets enable estimation of the vort
produced by the interaction of a shock wave with clos
spaced rippled interfaces from visual information only~i.e.,
without direct measurement of velocity fields!.

The recent experiments improve the understanding
the instability phenomena limiting the efficacy of inerti
confinement fusion targets~McCall6!, and involving subjects
in astrophysics~Burrowset al.7 and Stoneet al.8!. Studies of
Rayleigh–Taylor instability in the presence of magne
fields and variable deceleration are important for the und
standing of the evolution of supernovas~Jun and Jones9!. In
addition to providing new insights about fluid instability, th
present results are useful as benchmarks for code deve
ment involving fluid simulations.

The thin fluid layer of heavy gas is embedded betwe
fluids of lower density by the laminar flow of the heavy g
vertically downward through the lighter gas. This initi
heavy-gas flow constitutes the thin fluid layer, and is deno
a ‘‘gas curtain.’’ The gas curtain has imposed perturbatio
on both upstream and downstream interfaces. A planar sh
wave enters the test region in the lower-density fluid~air!,
passes through the gas curtain composed of SF6 gas traced
with fog, then exits the test region in the lower-density flu
~air! on the downstream side. Under the impulsive accele
tion of the shock wave, both upstream and downstream
terfaces are Richtmyer–Meshkov unstable and conseque
distort as the layer moves downstream. At the upstream
terface the shock front moves from lower-density gas i
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higher-density gas, so the interfacial ripples grow imme
ately after shock compression. At the downstream interfa
the shock front moves from higher-density gas into low
density gas, so the interfacial perturbations must first reve
phase and then grow. The visual result for the entire laye
that the initially varicose perturbation of the gas curtain b
comes sinuous and later mushroom-shaped or plume-sha
However, asymmetries in the perturbed gas curtain dram
cally hasten the onset of mushroom shapes. Thus, three b
flow patterns are observed: upstream-facing mushroo
downstream-facing mushrooms and sinuous pattern. E
experiment produces one or a combination of two or three
these patterns.

Previous experimental studies~Jacobset al.3,4! of the gas
curtain evolution revealed these three distinct flow patter
Subsequent experiments~Budzinskiet al.5! showed correla-
tion of the evolving flow pattern with the initial configuratio
of the gas curtain. For example, when perturbations on
upstream side of the curtain have amplitudes much lar
than those on the downstream side, the resulting flow usu
produces upstream-facing mushrooms. These earlier stu
captured only one or two frames per event because they
quired high-energy lasers~0.2–1 J per pulse!, and therefore
detailed instability growth rates could not be measur
However, a computational study of these data by Baltrusa
et al.10 did show the progression of the instability growth. B
capturing a series of images for each event, our observat
show the nonlinear growth of the instability, which event
ally leads to interfacial mixing and turbulence. Our focus
this study is the nonlinear instability growth, but our resu
also provide qualitative information on the issue of ‘‘order
versus disordered turbulence,’’ that is considered in rec
theoretical11,12 and experimental13,14 studies of the transition
to turbulence.

Most of the experiments show three temporal intervals
the flow, as one can see in the figures of Section III. W
show that the first interval is dominated by shock-induc
vorticity that controls the flow of the gas curtain beginning
penetrate the surrounding air masses. The flow is larg
deterministic and appears to be governed by a linear arra
vortices of alternating sign. The dominant wavelength is t
of the initial perturbation. Differences between the flow mo
phologies are subtle.

In the second interval, the streamwise amplitude of
to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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curtain grows substantially. The spatial spectrum at wa
lengths shorter than the 6 mm fundamental wavelength of
initial layer also exhibits growth. Most of the growth is d
terministic, well-described by vortex-induced flow mode
but spatial features in some of the data sets appear t
stochastic. The difference between the flow morpholog
becomes apparent within this interval. Thus the second t
interval corresponds to ‘‘ordered turbulence,’’11 meaning
that the spectrum of the flow is evolving toward a fully d
veloped turbulent spectrum, but the appearance of the
remains deterministic. Another perception~Cranfill12! is that
the spanwise velocity components of the flow near
‘‘mushroom caps’’ indicate the onset of disorder. Visual
each mushroom or sinusoid structure seems to grow inde
dently from each other.

Finally, the third interval is characterized by more com
plex flow patterns. Spatial structures interact with each ot
producing spectra at wavelengths longer than the fundam
tal. Simultaneously, shorter-wavelength features grow ma
edly, and these features are predominantly stochastic. In
action of large-scale vortex structures can produce sh
leading to Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. This instability an
other phenomena result in formation of smaller-scale vo
ces. The third interval corresponds to ‘‘disordered turb
lence,’’ and to the conventional perception of turbulence a
disordered state.

The progression of a flow through these three tempo
intervals has also been observed in unstable flows other
Richtmyer–Meshkov instability of a gas curtain. These int
vals are apparent in the images of Snider and Andrew13

corresponding to Rayleigh–Taylor instability. The Kelvin
Helmholtz instability of free shear layers displays simi
behavior in the creation of streamwise vortices superimpo
upon the large spanwise coherent structures and the eve
increase of energy in small-scale random motions. In com
nation with the pairing mechanism of the streamwise str
tures, this results in the energy spectrum increasing for b
larger and smaller wave numbers than that of the ini
roll-up.14

The streamwise position of the shock-induced vortic
relative to the gas curtain influences the subsequent
evolution. Consider an inviscid, incompressible, consta
density flow induced by a linear array of vortices of altern
ing sign. Although this model does not account for su
important features of the real flow as density gradients,
using massless marker particles for visualization and vary
the initial position of the markers with respect to the arra
we produce simulated patterns similar to those in the exp
mental images.

Our multi-exposure diagnostic method is a considera
improvement over earlier experiments with laser-induc
fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering directly from the S6.
Tracer fog added to the SF6 in the gas curtain enhances th
light scattering from the layer, which reduces the laser
ergy requirements enormously. We routinely acquire 8–
dynamic images~in addition to the image of the initial con
dition!, and most images have better spatial resolution t
the earlier data. Evidence for the fog being a suitable fl
tracer is presented in the next section.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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The images obtained by laser-sheet illumination of
thin layer provide a relative measure of the density distrib
tion within a two-dimensional slice of the flow. The trac
provides adequate definition to measure the mixing wi
although it precludes the quantitative measure of layer d
sity that is possible with Rayleigh scattering directly fro
SF6 molecules.

Computational studies of gas-curtain instability by Ba
trusaitiset al.10 and Mikaelian15 show how each of the thre
families of flow patterns is produced, and the dependenc
these patterns on initial conditions. The work of Baltrusa
et al.10 did use experimentally measured initial conditions
benchmark their fluid dynamical algorithm, but did not co
sider the exact initial conditions producing the combinati
of patterns found here. Earlier work by Grove16 showed good
agreement between computation and experimental result
a single, RM unstable interface between gases of differ
densities, and demonstrated the need to measure growth
to discriminate among theories.

The next section provides details of the experimen
setup, particularly the fog generator. Section III shows o
served images and Section IV presents analysis of these
ages using a simple vortex model that incorporates the a
lytic description of Richtmyer–Meshkov instability fo
producing vorticity. Section IV also describes results o
tained from simulations using a simple vortex-blob model
a flow driven by a linear array of vortices. We compare t
model and experimental data with several combinations
fitting parameters, and find consistent estimates for
shock-induced circulation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Experimental facility

A thin curtain of SF6 embedded in air is shock
accelerated within a 5.5 m horizontal shock tube with int
nal dimensions of 75 mm square~Fig. 1!. The facility and
procedures are similar to those described by Jacobset al.4 A
Mach 1.2 shock is generated by breaking a diaphragm c
posed of two or three thin sheets of polypropylene separa
a driver section pressurized to a gauge pressure of app
mately 140 kPa from the driven section initially at ambie
pressure. The progress of the shock wave through the
section causes an impulsive acceleration of the curtain.
optical diagnostic system must be triggered by the sh
wave because the solenoid-actuated cutter produces a

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental facility.
1771Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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time jitter between the system trigger and the shock imp
on the gas curtain. Three piezoelectric flush-mounted p
sure transducers are located on the wall of the driven sec
The first two transducers characterize the shock velocity
pressure jump, and this information is later used to determ
the ‘‘quality’’ of the shock ~i.e. consistent speed for give
pressure jump and the presence of a single shock front!. The
third transducer, which is closest to the test section, trigg
the laser and camera.

A curtain of SF6 gas embedded in the air~at ambient
pressure! occupying the shock tube is generated within t
test section~Fig. 2!. The curtain has a cross-section of va
cose shape, imposed by the nozzle through which SF6 flows
into the section. This nozzle at the top spans the entire
mm width of the section. The nozzle is fabricated with 4.
mm diameter holes spaced 5.95 mm apart center-to-ce
The holes are connected by a 2.38 mm wide slot.
10375 mm exhaust slot at the bottom of the section is
tached to a suction system. Both the curtain material (6
with fog! and the air entrained by the curtain are evacua
through this slot after the curtain material has passed o
the vertical extent of the test section. The constant pres
in the tube is maintained by two ports~one far upstream o
the test section and one far downstream! allowing replenish-
ment air to enter the tube. This make-up air minimizes
shear instability along the SF6/air interfaces. The flow rate
of make-up air were not measured quantitatively, but vis
observation indicates that they remain low and the cur
stays laminar everywhere. The velocity of the curtain g
@O (10 cm/s)# is very small compared to both the shock v
locity @O (100 m/s)# and the instability growth rate
@O (10 m/s)# and therefore should have no significant infl
ence on the instability behavior.

The curtain is composed of SF6 mixed with a small
quantity of microscopic water/glycol droplets~fog!, pro-
duced by a modified theatrical fog generator.17 Inside the fog
generator, pressurized SF6 moves through a heating chamb
after entraining small quantities of fog fluid. The fluid flash
to steam which forms into droplets upon entering a radia
heat exchanger. No measurement of the mean droplet
was performed for this study, however, characterizations
the output of theatrical fog generators18 have found sizes on
the order of 0.5mm. The resultant fog of small, efficien

FIG. 2. Schematic of the test section.
1772 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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scatterers is entrained in the SF6 gas entering the nozzle. Th
mixture entering the test section is a cool, nearly inconde
able, white fog composed of very small droplets where
presence of glycol greatly increases the droplet lifetimes

B. Diagnostics

The principal diagnostic is Rayleigh scattering from fo
in the curtain illuminated by a horizontal laser sheet. T
camera collects the light scattered from the curtain at
proximately a 90° angle~Fig. 1!. The slight camera tilt is
necessitated by the curtain exhaust port obscuring the v
of the curtain prior to shock impact. In this way, the curtain
initial conditions can be imaged with only slight loss
downstream field-of-view. The enhanced Rayleigh scatter
from the fog particles, compared to the scattering by
SF6 alone~see Budzinskiet al.5!, allows multiple images to
be obtained for each event. Due to the layer’s relative th
ness and its mean motion downstream at the piston velo
of the shock, it is possible to lay multiple exposures on
single CCD camera array during the course of a single ev
This eliminates the necessity of an expensive multi-fram
high-speed camera. Two techniques can be applied to ob
time resolution of the resulting exposures.

In the first method, an intensified, gated CCD cam
~Hadland Photonics SVR! is used in conjunction with a 1 W
Ar1 CW laser~Lexel Model 94!. Each of the nine exposure
on the CCD is 2ms in duration, and produces excellent im
age quality at 2mJ of optical energy. The camera uses tw
back-to-back Gen-1 intensifiers and provides the full CC
resolution of 11343437 with 8 bits per pixel, correspondin
to the physical image area size of 121.5346.8 mm. In a
typical image, about 120 levels of brightness are actua
present, with pixel values varying in the range between
and 150. This is considerably greater than the dynamic ra
of data from earlier studies.5 The direction of the shock wave
propagation and the subsequent motion of the acceler
curtain in the photographs is from left to right, with the fir
image ~exposure! of the SF6 layer on the left showing its
initial condition before interaction with the shock wave. A
the consecutive images depict the time evolution of the la
after the interaction. This arrangement allows for arbitra
inter-exposure timings with a prescribed smallest-allowa
timing derived from the thickness of the unstable layer a
the mean downstream velocity. This requirement impo
greater and greater minimum inter-exposure timings to av
overlapping images as the mixing width grows. For the i
ages analyzed in this paper, the timing for the initial con
tions is roughly 50ms prior to shock impact~although the
time jitter for that event is estimated to be approximate
610 ms!. The first dynamic image is approximately 60–7
ms after shock acceleration, depending on the jitter, while
remaining exposures occur at intervals of 60, 80, 80, 1
120, 120, 120ms, respectively.

The combination of the enhanced scattering from the
droplets and the intensified camera generates higher sig
to-noise ratios with only about 1025 of the effective light
pulse energy of the study by Budzinskiet al.5 Also, the abil-
ity to utilize arbitrary inter-exposure timings provides
Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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much larger amount of data for each event than using a fi
inter-exposure timing, as stated by Rightley and Benjami19

An unintensified and thermoelectrically cooled came
~Photometrics! is used in the second technique, deriving te
poral resolution from a pulsed laser~Positive Light Merlin
Nd:YLF!. This method ensures the entire dynamic range
the camera is used—10 bits per pixel with a 5123512 reso-
lution. In this arrangement the primary limitation is contr
of the intervals between exposures because of the fixed p
repetition rate of the laser. The laser produces 15 W equ
lent continuous power while pulsing at 5 kHz, which giv
excellent image quality at 3 mJ of optical energy. From th
images it is seen that the addition of the fog enables hig
signal-to-noise ratios with at least two orders of magnitu
less light without an intensifier than when using the scat
ing from SF6 alone.

C. Flow-tracking fidelity

The addition of a particulate cloud to the gas curtain
increase its light scattering efficiency necessitates an in
tigation as to whether the individual particles follow flu
elements in this shock-accelerated system. The requirem
of enhancing the system’s light scattering characteristics
ensuring that the particles accurately follow all scales of
flow are in conflict. Light scattering efficiency increases w
the droplet diameterdp ~especially as that moves into th
Mie scattering regime, i.e.dp /l>1, wherel is the wave-
length of light!, however, the inertia of the droplet increas
with the cube of the diameter, making it less and less abl
follow high-frequency fluctuations of the gas in which it
embedded.

The equation of motion for a heavy, spherical partic
embedded in a lighter carrier phase can be written as

rp

p

6
dp
3 dup

dt
523pdpmg~up2ug! ~1!

~i.e. inertia balances Stokes drag! where the subscriptg de-
notes the gas carrier phase andp the dispersed~particle!
phase,r denotes density,u velocity andm the absolute vis-
cosity. Terms including buoyancy, the influence of the d
namic pressure field and added mass are insignificant
~i.e. in the case of heavy particles embedded in a ligh
carrier!.

A simplified description of the acceleration of the fo
particles is that of the passage of a single shock and a re
ant acceleration to the shock piston velocity. Integration
Eq. ~1! for a particle at rest exposed to the shock pis
velocity for this study~'100 m/s! indicates that a relaxation
time to achieve 99% of the piston velocity is approximate
3 ms for a 0.5mm particle. This suggests that the fog pa
ticles will lag the SF6 fluid particles by approximately 0.3
mm. The effective blur due to non-ideal particle tracking
on the order of three pixel sizes, thus limiting the spa
resolution of this study.

However, the shock interaction with the gas curtain
more complex than a single shock passage.4 A series of
shock reflections and refractions from the two density int
faces occurs prior to the gas curtain achieving the sh
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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piston velocity. The complexity of this situation necessita
considering the response of the fog particles to more co
plex flowfields than just impulsive acceleration. To analy
the frequency response of a particle exposed to a given
quency of oscillation in the carrier phase, consider writi
ug andup in ~1! in terms of the Fourier integrals

vp~v!5E
2`

`

up exp~2 ivt !dv

and

vg~v!5E
2`

`

ug exp~2 ivt !dv. ~2!

The ratio between the energy spectrum of fluctuations of
particulate and the gas,uvpu2/uvgu2, at various carrier phase
fluctuation frequencies,v, can be written~Hjelmfelt and
Mockros20! as

uvpu2

uvgu2
5

~18St2/s!2

~18St2/s!211
, ~3!

whereSt5(n/vd2)1/2 is the Stokes number (n5m/r is the
carrier phase dynamic viscosity andv is the fluctuation fre-
quency! ands5rp /rg is the density ratio. An expression fo
the ratio of the fluctuation amplitudes can also be found.

A maximum acceptable particle size for any given flu
tuation frequency in the carrier phase can be determined
requiring that the ratio of the energy spectrum of fluctuatio
of the particulate be within 1% of those of the gas. Figure
shows curves of this maximum diameter for pure water dr
lets in both air and SF6. By far, the largest acceleration to b
followed by the fog droplets is that following the plana
shock wave. A conservative estimate of the entire interac
time of the shock with the gas curtain~compressing and ac
celerating it! is approximately 10ms. This corresponds to a
fluctuation frequency of approximatel
1/1031026 s5105 Hz. The accelerations associated wi
the instability flow superimposed on the mean downstre
motion are much smaller. A 0.5mm particle can successfully

FIG. 3. Maximum particle size for given amplitude fidelity.
1773Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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follow such an acceleration as can be seen in Fig. 3. C
acterizations of the output of theatrical fog generators18 have
found typical sizes on the order of 0.5mm.

The Weber number,We5 dprgU
2/s whereU is a char-

acteristic relative velocity ands is the surface tension, rep
resents the ratio of inertial forces to surface tension confi
ment. For droplets near 0.5mm, We is small at all times
except for possibly a brief period during shock accelerati
Therefore the analysis above considering the droplets
spherical is justified.

In the current shock tube arrangement, all particles a
to follow the initial shock impulse with sufficient fidelity wil
easily track with the subsequent instability flow. In the tim
interval characteristic of this flow, the influence of diffusio
is negligible. Those droplets that cannot follow the init
impulse will quickly become dissociated from the gas curt
and will see little influence of the instability flow. Image
produced with the fog tracer closely resemble those rely
solely on preferential Rayleigh scattering from SF6 ~Budzin-
ski et al.5!. The images possess clear, small-scale details
thereby give a strong indication of great fidelity of flo
tracking by the fog. Although the fog droplets cannot follo
the molecular diffusion of the SF6 into the air, this limitation
can only influence the late-time results through proces
prior to shock interaction. The flow processes during a
after the shock passage take place on time scales m
smaller than diffusion times.

An important question associated with the image d
produced by this study relates to the correspondence of
intensity data taken to the actual density field in the flo
There are two primary requirements for an accurate depic
of the density field. These are that the fog droplets accura
track the motion of the SF6 layer and that the initial condi
tions of intensity and density are similar. The analysis ab
would indicate good flow tracing by the fog droplets.

The study by Budzinskiet al.5 used the preferential Ray
leigh scattering from SF6 to produce images. These imag
can be used to determine accurate density fields from
mass fraction of SF6 and air. Comparison of these data wi
the light-scattering intensity profiles from fog droplets w
help determine the influence of molecular diffusion pr
cesses on the initial conditions. Because the droplets ca
follow such diffusion and the post-shock time scales are s
that little diffusion can occur, all significant difference
should result from different initial conditions. Figure 4 pr
sents intensity profiles from slices through the initial con
tion exposure in two runs of the same experiment differ
only by diagnostic arrangements~i.e. Rayleigh scattering
from fog droplets and from SF6). In each case, three trace
are presented from cuts through the thicker regions of
curtain for similar downstream mushroom images. T
curves resulting directly from the enhanced scattering~rela-
tive to that of air! of the SF6 depict the trends of the actua
density field. Comparison with the intensity profiles of lig
scattering from fog indicate that, at least initially, the inte
sity profiles using the fog remain close to the actual den
field. If the profile of the initial conditions for the case with
out fog was determined solely by molecular diffusion~that
the fog cannot follow!, the initial profiles using the fog
1774 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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should be narrower~i.e. more of a top-hat profile! than is the
case in Fig. 4. Consequently we believe that the fog is
excellent tracer of this flow at both early and late time
However, the possible influence of the fog droplets on
smallest scales of the late-time flow has not been discus
This does not impact this study directly since we limit o
quantitative analysis to the large scales.

III. OBSERVATIONS

A. Gas-curtain morphology

As in the experiments of Jacobset al., 4 three main flow
patterns were observed: the upstream mushrooms~Fig. 5!,
the downstream mushrooms~Fig. 6! and the sinuous mode
~Fig. 7!. All three patterns are characterized by formation
mushroom-shaped features in the perturbed layer, but
orientation of these features and the relative time at wh
they develop varies. The apparent non-uniform spanwise
lumination present in these figures comes from the fact
the laser sheet does not illuminate the entire cross-sectio

FIG. 4. Pixel intensity profiles at three cross-sections through the gas cu
for SF6 and fog scattering.

FIG. 5. Upstream mushrooms. Upstream features are narrower than d
stream. Three distinct intervals in the evolution of the flow are labeled.
indicated,w(t) is the peak-to-valley width of an individual wavelength o
the curtain.
Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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the flowfield. The illumination is uniform over the centra
wavelengths with some spanwise tails of lower intensity.

The upstream mushrooms form quickly after the shoc
induced acceleration of the SF6 layer and develop in the
direction opposite to that of the mean translation of the lay
In Fig. 5, one can already see well-formed mushrooms in t
third dynamic image of the gas curtain, which corresponds
the time;200 ms after the shock wave hit the layer. Th
downstream mushrooms, oriented in the direction of t
mean layer motion, characteristically take a longer time
emerge. In Fig. 6, mushroom shapes form clearly only
t;400 ms ~fifth dynamic image!. The initial stages of the
evolution of the sinuous mode show the growth of the pe
turbations of the interface without formation of mushroom
When mushrooms finally form, their orientation appears
alternate from upstream to downstream, as one can see in
sixth and following dynamic images in Fig. 7 (t.500 ms).

Earlier studies of Budzinskiet al.5 and of Jacobset al. 4

obtained consistent results regarding the frequency of occ
rence of the three late-time flow morphologies with the mo
frequent being upstream mushrooms. Budzinskiet al.5 corre-
lated the late-time flow structure to the shape of the curta
immediately before shock impact. These studies produc
similar frequencies of resulting morphologies by careful
matching the flow rates into and out of the test section a
thereby matching the time-varying behavior of the curta
between the studies. The current study did not measure
flow rates associated with the creation of the gas curtain d
to the complications associated with the addition of fog. Th
has resulted in different time-varying characteristics of th
laminar curtain and an increased occurrence of late-tim
downstream mushrooms.

FIG. 6. Downstream mushrooms. Downstream features are narrower t
upstream.

FIG. 7. Sinuous mode. Features are symmetric.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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The high space-time resolution experimental data of
current study confirm that morphology of the interface~up-
stream mushrooms, downstream mushrooms or sinuou! is
determined by the character of the initial perturbations
fore shock impact, as originally stated by Budzinskiet al.5 If
the amplitude of perturbations on the side of the interfa
oriented toward the shock wave is sufficiently greater th
that on the downstream side~Fig. 5!, upstream mushroom
form. If both sides of the interface have similar amplitu
perturbations and the interface is varicose, a sinuous m
develops~Fig. 7!. Finally, if the initial perturbations of the
interface are less prominent on the upstream side~mirroring
the initial conditions for upstream mushrooms!, then down-
stream mushrooms form~Fig. 6!. The initial condition of the
gas curtain may contain neighboring wavelengths with d
fering types of predominant perturbations. In this case
complex flowfield forms~Fig. 8!. Upstream mushrooms
downstream mushrooms and the sinuous mode coexist in
flow. There is little cross-talk visible between the differe
morphologies in adjacent wavelengths. This differs from e
lier studies5 where only a single morphology was present f
each event. It is also noteworthy that the tail visible on t
prominent downstream mushroom in Fig. 8 was first o
served in numerical simulations.10,15

There are three temporal intervals present in the evo
tion of the flow~Fig. 5!. The first interval corresponds to th
time immediately after the shock wave interaction and
characterized by the roll-up of vorticity deposited by t
shock and the growth of the initial perturbation of the lay
into a sinuous pattern. The spatial scale prominent in
flow is that of the initial perturbation. The second interval
also vortex dominated and largely deterministic, but str
tures of smaller spatial scales emerge~e.g. mushroom caps!.
Finally, during the third interval we observe interactio
among neighboring features and growth of structures w
scales both smaller and larger than the fundamental. Figu
shows the presence of small spatial scales together with
long wavelength perturbation of the gas curtain.

B. Quantification of experimental data

The temporal evolution of the mixing layer formed b
the perturbed gas curtain and the surrounding air masses
be characterized by layer thicknessw. The initial layer thick-
ness,w0, is typically 2 mm after compression. The coexis
ence of multiple adjacent flow morphologies on one ima
indicates relatively weak interaction between vortex str

an
FIG. 8. Coexistence of the three primary flow morphologies.
1775Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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tures from one spanwise wavelength to the next. Theref
data from each wavelength can be analyzed separately
every image, we measured valuesw(t) for each spanwise
wavelength appearing in the image, withw(t) defined as the
distance between the locations of maximum intensity gra
ents on the upstream and downstream extremes of the
for a given wavelength.

Plotting the position of the mean displacement of the
curtain in the dynamic images versus time produces a lin
plot, thus making it possible to determine the effective init
moment (t50) by the zero-displacement intercept of t
line. The slope of the line corresponds to the shock pis
velocity.

A program was written to simplify determiningw from
the experimental digital photographs. It allowed the use
separate the photograph into strips corresponding to i
vidual wavelengths and measuredw for each exposure insid
the strip. The program determined the limits of the ba
ground pixel values by histogram analysis and searched
vertical boundaries of areas containing non-isolated pix
with pixel values above the maximum background value.
the cases of weak or overlapping images of the gas cur
the boundaries of the area containing the perturbed cur
were determined manually. For additional validation, curt
widths in one image were measured both with the progr
and manually. The comparison of the results revealed
systematic differences, with the automatic and manual m
surements differing by no more than 2 pixels~0.2 mm in
physical space!.

There are two possible scenarios of the evolution ofw.
In the first scenario, the growth ofw slows down after
t;400 ms andw(t) shows a tendency toward saturation
late times. This kind of evolution could be observed for
three flow patterns and was the dominant type of evolut
suggested by other researchers~Jacobset al.4!. The second
scenario, typical only for some upstream mushroom case
characterized byw(t) continuing its growth even at lat
times, without signs of saturation. This type of evolution w
not described in earlier works, though it may have be
present in the experiments. The current work incorpora
the first data sets with adequate temporal resolution to
ferentiate between the evolution patterns.

Figure 9 shows the measured values ofw(t) for up-
stream mushrooms from six images~from which 24 indi-
vidual wavelengths are analyzed!. For each image consid
ered,w0 is the mean thickness of the compressed gas cur
in the first dynamic image, immediately after shock intera
tion. The value ofw0 is computed as the average ofw0 for
each of the four individual wavelengths analyzed in the i
age. Generally, higher values ofw0 lead to higherw at late
times. The non-saturating growth is characterized byw0*2
mm.

The behavior ofw(t) for the downstream mushroom
and the sinuous mode is similar to that of the saturat
upstream mushrooms. Measurements ofw(t) for four indi-
vidual wavelengths from each of three downstream mu
room images and three sinuous mode images are presen
Fig. 10.
1776 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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IV. ANALYSIS

A. Vorticity production under different initial
conditions

Analysis similar to that undertaken by Jacobset al.4

helps to establish the relationship between the initial per
bations of the SF6 layer, vorticity production and the result
ing interface morphology. If one considers the tw
dimensional vorticity equation~vortex diffusion term
dropped!,

D

Dt S v

r D5
1

r3
¹r3¹p, ~4!

it is apparent that the out-of-plane vorticityv is generated by
baroclinic torque at a rate proportional to the cross-prod
of the pressure and density gradients on the right-hand
of the equation. The dominant pressure gradient in the
periment is that of the shock wave, and the dominant den
gradient results from the difference between the densitie
air and SF6 at the interfaces of the gas curtain.

Thus most vorticity is produced in the areas where
boundary of the mixing layer is at the maximum angle w
respect to the incident shock wave. Figure 11 illustrates

FIG. 9. Mixing layer widths for upstream mushrooms. The filled symb
correspond to data sets with non-saturating growth, the hollow symbols
saturating growth.

FIG. 10. Mixing layer widths for downstream mushrooms and sinuo
mode. The growth is saturated.
Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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simplified concept of vorticity generation. In the case o
symmetric varicose layer considered by Jacobset al.,4 vor-
ticity of the same sign produced on either side of the
curtain merges to form a row of diffuse vortices with alte
nating sign and spacing equal to half the wavelength of
initial perturbation. In the case when the initial conditio
are not symmetric and only one side of the curtain is p
turbed, essentially all of the vorticity is deposited on t
perturbed side of the layer. In the case when the upstr
side of the curtain is perturbed, the shock propagates f
lower-density gas to higher-density gas and the initial per
bation starts to grow in amplitude instantly. The perturbat
of the downstream side~where the shock propagates fro
heavy gas into light gas! alone first has to undergo a pha
inversion. This perspective explains the more rapid grow
of the upstream mushrooms observed in experiment. It
clarifies why the vortex-like structures appear at relativ
late times in the sinuous mode.

B. Vortex-blob simulation

To what extent does the vortex structure deposited
the interaction of the gas curtain with the shock wave gov
the evolution of the gas curtain? A simple numerical mo
has been constructed to simulate the evolution of the
curtain after the interaction with the shock wave is over a
the row of the vortices is formed. It is based on the vorte
blob method described in detail by Nakamuraet al.21 The
vorticity field formed in the process of interaction of th
shock wave with the gas curtain is assumed to have the f
of an infinite row of vortex cores of strengthG with alternat-
ing sign located at coordinatesr j :

r j5~pk j ,0!, G j5~21! u j uG, j50,61,62 . . . .
~5!

Here k52p/l denotes the wave number of the initial pe
turbation. The distribution of vorticity within each vorte
core, characterized by radiusd, is assumed to be Gaussian

g~ ur2r j u/d!512exp~2ur2r j u2/d2!, ~6!

whereg(y) is the circulation contained within radiusy. With
the ideal, linear initial distribution of the vortex cores
described, their positions do not change with time due
symmetry. Visualization of the simulation~Fig. 12! was
done as follows. To account for the initial condition of th
gas curtain, at the momentt50, 4710 marker particles ar

FIG. 11. Vorticity generation under different initial conditions. The sub
quent morphology depends on the relative position of the gas curtain an
vortices.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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inserted into the velocity field generated by the row of t
vortices. The particles are evenly distributed across
wavelengthl56.28 mm between the boundariesyu ~up-
stream! andyd ~downstream!, defined as~in mm!

yu50.6 sin~x! and yd51.2 ~7!

for the upstream mushroom simulation,

yu521.2 andyd520.6 sin~x! ~8!

for the downstream mushroom simulation and

yu520.3 sin~x20.6! and yd50.3 sin~x10.6! ~9!

for the sinuous case. The core radiusd can be varied from 0
to 1.5 mm, the vortex strengthG is set at the value 0.03.

The model is deliberately simple. To isolate the infl
ence of the initial vorticity distribution on the structure of th
flow, it does not explicitly account for the effects of densi
gradients, diffusion or compressibility. The velocity field du
to the row of vortex blobs does not change in time and is
same for all the simulations. Only the initial positions of th
marker particles change with respect to the vortex row. F
ure 12 shows the visualization of the movement of mar
particles for all three types of the initial conditions wit
d51.2 mm andG50.03. The timing intervals and spacin
between the consecutive images were selected to match t
of the experimental photographs. Early evolution of t
simulated patterns is remarkably similar to the experime
At later times, the simulated curtain retains its symmet
which is not the case for the experimental images. This co

-
he

FIG. 12. Vortex-blob simulation of possible flow morphologies.
1777Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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parison suggests that the difference in the streamwise p
tion of the shock-induced vortices with respect to the g
curtain interfaces produces the initial differentiation of t
flow morphologies.

C. Point vortex model as the basis for curve-fitting

For each wavelength, some quantitative properties, s
as the initial compressed thicknessw0, thicknessw(t) and
the local wave numberk52p/l can be measured or est
mated from the image data. An important flow characteris
that cannot be measured directly is the circulationG of the
vortices that form due to interaction of the shock wave w
the curtain.

The apparent correspondence of the actual gas-cu
evolution in the experimental photographs with the evolut
of the layer of the marker particles in the simplified vorte
blob model~Fig. 12! suggests the use of the point vortex ro
model described by Jacobset al.4 to analyze the experimen
tal w(t) curves. This model produces an expression for
growth of the thicknessw of the gas curtain under the influ
ence of an infinite number of counterrotating vortices:

w~ t !5
2

k
sinh21S k2Gt1sinhS kw0

2 D D . ~10!

The initial curtain width,w0, in Eq. ~10! corresponds to the
width of the curtainafter it has been compressed by th
shock wave, so it can be estimated as the width of the
shock initial condition of the curtain~obtained from the digi-
tal photographs! divided by the shock compression rati
Thus the obvious choice for the free parameter of a o
parameter fit should beG. The fit can be differentiated to
determine the growth ratedw/dt.

It is important to keep in mind that the idealized poi
vortex model does not account for many significant featu
present within the experimental flowfield. First, the intera
tion of the shock wave with the heavy gas curtain does
produce a row of vortex points. Instead, the interaction p
duces a distributed, sinusoidally varying field of vorticit
During the early time, while concentrations of vorticity o
the same sign form from the initial distribution, the poi
vortex model is inapplicable. Second, the vortex cores
form are of finite size. Third, the width values predicted
the model are valid only for the perfect sinuous mo
growth. The model can neither predict the relative time
vance associated with upstream mushrooms, nor the
delay associated with the downstream mushrooms. The l
delay adds to the time interval associated with vorticity
cumulation and arises from the phase inversion character
of the downstream mushroom morphology. In the dow
stream mushroom case, the phase inversion movesw(t)
through a localminimumwhich the monotonically increasin
model is unable to predict. Finally, irregularities and vio
tions of periodicity within the initial conditions of the ga
curtain result in non-uniformities both in the spacing a
strength of the vortex cores. Nevertheless, this model
useful approximation and serves well as a physics-based
ting function.

Figure 13 shows values ofw(t) obtained by numerica
1778 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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simulation as described in the previous subsection. The
crease of the characteristic core sized produces delay in the
growth ofw(t). The delay in the development of the dow
stream mushrooms due to the phase inversion of the inter
and the presence of the local minimum in the downstre
mushroom case are also apparent. Correspondingly,
growth of upstream mushrooms is characterized by time
vancement when compared with the sinuous case.

D. Curve-fitting

Due to the importance of the baroclinic torque rep
sented in Eq.~4!, the vorticity~and therefore the circulation!
present within the flowfield is an important quantity in th
evolution of the instability flow. Comparison of the me
sured data to simplified models such as that presented in
~10! not only suggests the extent to which the instability flo
is due to vortical motions, but also enables the estimation
circulation values without requiring direct measurements
the velocity field. Such estimates are of great interest in
benchmarking of codes relating to such instability flows.
nally, the fitting of the experimental data to a physical mod
allows the estimation of the growth rate~through the differ-
entiation of the model!, which is another quantity of interes
in current studies of the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability.

We used commercial curve-fitting software22 to process
the tables of experimental valuesw(t). The curve-fitting
scheme implemented in the software is based on the l
squares algorithm. For our data sets, the curve-fitting g
was set to minimization of the sum of residual squares

SS5(
i51

n

~wi2ŵi !
2, ~11!

wherewi denotes the experimental value andŵi the corre-
sponding value retrieved from Eq.~10!. The error of the
resulting fitx was measured as

x5A 1

n21(i51

n

~wi2ŵi !
2. ~12!

The compression factor for the shock wave ofM51.2
was calculated to be 1.342, so the value ofw0 was estimated

FIG. 13. Vortex-blob model—influence of core radiusd and initial condi-
tions.
Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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from the thickness of the gas curtain before shock accel
tion winit asw05winit /1.342. For an alternative estimate
w0, the area occupied by the compressed gas curtain
wavelength in the first exposure after the shock can be m
sured and divided by the wavelength. The results yielded
these methods agree well~within 5%!.

Within each class of flow morphology~saturating up-
stream mushrooms, non-saturating upstream mushro
downstream mushrooms, sinuous mode! the results of curve-
fitting are similar. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show curve fits
w(t) corresponding to one spanwise wavelength of the fl
patterns in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.

Curve-fitting with G as the only free parameter, su
gested in the previous subsection, produces fits that pe
tently over-predictw(t) at early times (t&250 ms) and
under-predict it at later times. The resulting values of er
x vary from 0.6 to 1.4 in the downstream mushroom a
sinuous mode data sets that were analyzed, whenw0 is set to
the value estimated from the experiment. It is notewor
that settingw050 reduces the errorx to the levels between
0.3 and 0.6, though the tendency to over- and und
prediction remains and in many cases the single-paramet
misses the curvature of the experimental data profile c
pletely. For the non-saturating upstream mushrooms,
value of x characterizing the one-parameter fit exceeds
The fitted value ofG is unlikely to be reliable, because the

FIG. 14. Curve-fit—downstream mushrooms.

FIG. 15. Curve-fit—sinuous mode.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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produces large errors and misses the curvature of the d
Also, the one-parameter fit should not be used in estima
growth rates through differentiation, as it produces a syste
atic error.

To improve the quality of the fit, we considered two
parameter fits with the curve-fitting schemes constructed
account for the physical flow features not present in the
tial model. To make the curve-fitting algorithm ‘‘sense’’ th
time shift due to the vortex core size, phase inversion-rela
effects due to the asymmetry in the initial conditions and
vortex roll-up delay, we consider time in the formt2t0,
wheret0 represents the shift~positive or negative! due to all
the influences mentioned in the previous two paragrap
Then Eq.~10! assumes the form

w~ t !5
2

k
sinh21S k2G~ t2t0!1sinhS kw0

2 D D , ~13!

and a two-parameter fit (G,t0) is obtained. The paramete
t0 is dependent on the value ofw0 in this scheme, as the
terms containing these two values in Eq.~13! can be sepa-
rated from the term involving the independent variablet.
However, withw0 estimated from the experimental data, t
values oft0 retrieved by this fit should be consistent with th
observed flow morphology—greatest for downstream mu

FIG. 17. Results of curve-fittingw(t) data from vortex-blob simulation of
upstream mushroom pattern.

FIG. 16. Curve-fit—upstream mushrooms.
1779Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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rooms, smaller for the sinuous mode and the smallest
upstream mushrooms. This feature can be used as an
consistency check, and can be used to quantitatively cat
rize any givenw(t) curve.

The second two-parameter fitting scheme can be s
gested by the following. In the model,k is the spacing along
the infinite row of vortex points of equal strength. The inte
vortex spacing on the images is not uniform~as appears to be
the case of the vortex strengths as well! and this spacing
changes with time~e.g. Fig. 5!. The digital images do no
portray the locations of vortices~rather, only the influence o
these vortical structures on the gas curtain! except at late
time ~when there are well-defined ‘‘vortex cores’’ flankin
the mushrooms!. An estimate of the spacing can be obtain
from the local wavelength at the initial conditions. Ther
fore, due to the fact that the wave number appearing in
model can change with time and can only be estimated f
the images except at very late time, it is difficult to determ
the ‘‘correct’’ value ofk for any particular wavelength from
the experimental data. Usingk as a parameter produces th
(G,k) fit.

A few notes related to the general properties of
(G,k) and (G,t0) fits remain to be made before the discu
sion of the results obtained by curve-fitting different sets
the experimental data.

First, the sensitivity ofw to the fitting parameters a
t→1` must be considered. Ifw(t) is taken in the form
~13!, the following expressions for the limits are valid:

]w

]k
→`, t→`, ~14!

]w

]t0
→0, t→`, ~15!

TABLE I. Results of curve-fittingw(t) data from vortex-blob simulation.

Simulated downstream mushrooms (G50.03,k51)

Curve fit
w0

mm G
k

mm21
t0

1026 s x

G,t0 1.74 0.030 1.00 35.6 0.006
G,k 0.00 0.029 0.98 0.00 0.012

Simulated upstream mushrooms (G50.03,k51)

Curve fit
w0

mm G
k

mm21
t0

1026 s x

G,t0 1.74 0.030 1.00 214.9 0.002
G,k 0.00 0.050 1.25 0.00 0.103

TABLE II. Results of curve-fitting experimentalw(t) data: upstream mush
rooms.

Curve fit
w0

mm G
k

mm21
t0

1026 s x

G 0.00 0.056 0.84 0.00 1.05
G,t0 2.79 0.076 0.84 54.1 0.67
G,k 0.00 0.049 0.57 0.00 0.34
1780 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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]G
→2/kG, t→`. ~16!

Thus there exists a potential for the (G,k) fit to be over-
sensitive tok at late times.

Second, it is instructive to apply the two-parame
curve-fitting schemes based on the point-vortex mode
simulatedw(t) plots generated by the vortex-blob code a
to check for the presence of systematic errors in (wi2ŵi)
and in the values ofG estimated from the fitting. Figure 17
shows the residual (wi2ŵi) values for the simulated up
stream mushrooms morphology with the initial conditions
described in Section IV B and withd51.2 mm. Time inter-
vals between the data points were set to imitate the timing
exposures in the experiment. Uniform weighting was used
weighting scheme with the first point skipped might be be
eficial for the downstream mushroom cases if the first m
sured dynamic value ofw(t) corresponds to the non
monotonic interval of thew evolution due to phase
inversion. The (G,t0) fits are sensitive to the weighting o
the first point when estimate values oft0 are positive and
large.

As one can see in Fig. 17, the (G,k) fits produce a con-
siderable systematic error. The influence of loading
middle of the weighting distribution leads mostly to shiftin
the residual plots up and down without changing their ch
acter, so in curve-fitting the experimental data we used o
uniform weighting. The (G,t0) fits produce a much smalle
error and are less sensitive to different weightings. The sa
tendencies can be observed for the simulations of the sinu
mode and downstream mushrooms with non-zero value
d. For the latter, curve-fitting (G,k) with w050, though non-
physical, produces a somewhat better fit. This can be
plained by the fact that lettingw ‘‘grow’’ from zero rather
than from its actual initial value introduces a delay similar
that created by addingt0. Thus we setw0 to zero in the
(G,k) fits applied to experimental data.

Table I shows the values of parameters used in and
trieved by curve-fitting the simulated data for the upstre
and downstream mushrooms. The (G,t0) fit produces very
good results in terms ofx, and the values oft0 for the up-
stream and downstream mushrooms are respectively n
tive and positive. The error is reasonably small for t
(G,k) fit with w050 in the downstream mushroom case, a
for the (G,k) fit with w051.74 mm in the upstream mush
room case, but in neither case do the (G,k) fits retrieve ac-
curate values ofG and k. As the initial conditions and the
values ofd vary, the (G,k) fit can both over- and under
predictG andk. The error inG can be as great as 33%, an
the small value ofx alone does not guarantee the accuracy
G produced by the (G,k) fit.

Figure 14 illustrates the results of curve-fitting the no
saturating upstream mushroom data with uniformly-weigh
one- and two-parameter fits. The values ofG, t0, k andx for
this fit are in Table II. This data set is characterized by co
siderable asymmetry in the position of vortices, and theG,
k) fit produces the best results in terms of error (x50.34).
The slope of the curve-fit does not represent the trend in
actual experimental data. The mismatch in the values oG
Rightley, Vorobieff, and Benjamin
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estimated by the two-parameter fits is rather high (;40%),
which can indicate a poor reliability of theG estimate in this
particular case. As was mentioned before, results for cu
fitting other wavelengths in the data set and in other data
with the same morphology~non-saturating upstream mus
rooms! are similar. It is also important to note that the resu
of curve-fitting saturating upstream mushrooms produc
much lower values ofx and better fits.

The non-saturating upstream mushroom experime
images typically show mode coupling and the emergenc
wavelengths longer than the wavelength of the initial pert
bation. Interaction between individual wavelengths in the
curtain is likely to limit the applicability of the point-vortex
formulas for curve-fitting this particular pattern of evolutio

In the case of the downstream mushrooms~Fig. 15 and
Table III!, the one-parameter curve-fit does exhibit the ch
acteristic over- and under-prediction ofw, though the error is
relatively low (x50.38). Both of the two-parameter fit
~uniform weighting! follow the trends in the experimenta
data quite well, with the (G,t0) fit producing a slightly lower
errorx50.22 versusx50.26 for the (G,k) fit. The value of
k retrieved by this fit is close to that estimated from expe
mental data20.92 mm21 versus 1.05 mm21. TheG values
produced by (G,k) and (G,t0) fits are also consistent, differ
ing only by about 20%.

The sinuous mode cases~Fig. 15 and Table IV! are also
typically characterized by reasonable agreement between
(G,k) and (G,t0) fits. The (G,k) fits often follow the genera
trend in the evolution of data more accurately and th
would be preferable for instability growth-rate estimatio
As the analysis of the vortex-blob simulated data sho
more reliable values ofG are likely to be estimated by th
(G,t0) fits.

The fits can be differentiated with respect to time
provide estimates for the instability growth rates. Figure
showsdw/dt for the (G,k) fits in Figs. 14, 15 and 16. The
first 100ms are not shown in this figure as the model can
account for initial non-monotonic growth due to phase inv
sion in the case of downstream mushrooms. The curves
pict saturation growth rates. For the upstream mushroom
age, saturation is is an artifact of the model which can

TABLE III. Results of curve-fitting experimentalw(t) data: downstream
mushrooms.

Curve fit
w0

mm G
k

mm21
t0

1026 s x

G 0.00 0.033 1.05 0.00 0.38
G,t0 1.78 0.040 1.05 48.2 0.22
G,k 0.00 0.031 0.92 0.00 0.26

TABLE IV. Results of curve-fitting experimentalw(t) data: sinuous mode

Curve fit
w0

mm G
k

mm21
t0

1026 s x

G 0.00 0.030 0.96 0.00 0.51
G,t0 1.76 0.035 0.96 57.8 0.21
G,k 0.00 0.026 0.70 0.00 0.14
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 1997
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produce non-saturating growth rates. These satura
growth rates are similar in magnitude and shape to th
from analysis of the single-interface Richtmyer–Meshk
instability.16 The early-time behavior of the growth rate
cannot be determined in this study due to limitations on
temporal resolution of the data imposed by the experime
conditions and diagnostics. The relative time shifts due
phase inversion for each of the three flow morphologies d
tinguish the growth-rate curves.

Several curve-fits using Eq.~10! or its forms and con-
taining more than two free parameters were also examin
but they demonstrated strong parameter dependency and
were disregarded as over-parametrized.

Using combinations of more than two varying param
eters was found to over-parametrize the system, sugges
only two truly independent variables. The best fit~in terms of
the errorx) was actually produced by a fourth-order pol
nomial. Such a fit may also be useful in the computation
growth rates.

V. CONCLUSIONS

For the first time experimental data are generated
record the time history of the evolution of a shoc
accelerated heavy-gas curtain with sufficient spatial and t
poral resolution to observe the formation of different ins
bility morphologies and their development into a state
mode coupling and incipient turbulence. The three, disti
late-time flow morphologies~i.e. downstream mushrooms
upstream mushrooms and the sinuous mode! seen in previ-
ous experiments are reproduced. However, some laser-s
images now show the coexistence of two or three of th
morphologies during a single event. The development of
instability from the initial perturbation is quantified in term
of the total mixing layer widthw(t), providing a set of
benchmarks for large-scale numerical simulations desig
for highly distorted flows. Our simple simulations employin
a vortex-blob model generate morphologies closely res
bling those observed experimentally, thus providing vis

FIG. 18. Growth ratesdw(t)/dt for G,k curve-fits. The downstream mush
room exhibit the greatest delay, the sinuous mode grows faster and
upstream mushrooms are the fastest.
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confirmation that the flow is vortex dominated after the i
tial acceleration induces Richtmyer–Meshkov instability a
consequent vortex roll-up.

Analysis of the experimental data with curve-fits bas
on the analytical expressions for the flow generated by a
of point vortices produced consistent estimates of the sho
induced circulation in the experiment. For the upstre
mushroom morphology, two distinct evolution patterns we
observed. In the case of moderately perturbed initial con
tions, the growth of the mixing layer width reaches satu
tion as in the case of both downstream mushrooms and
sinuous modes. In the case of a more severe initial pertu
tion, no saturation is observed within the time interval
corded in the experiments. This latter pattern is also cha
terized by mode coupling and other indications of p
turbulent behavior.

These experimental observations are based on an i
vative diagnostic system using cooled fog as a trace
pulsed laser and gated CCD camera. The combination of
laser-sheet technique and analysis with two simple mo
enables estimation of the shock-induced vorticity field wi
out direct measurement of the velocity field.
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